
Mid-term evaluation ECN 371

Each student is asked to complete one form and deliver it at the School of Economics and Business front office

(Tower Bldg. 4th floor) by the deadline on the web page.  This form will also be handed out in class the same

day.  Your suggestions for improvements in the course will be helpful to  introduce changes that augment your

learning experience.  Complete the table at each question by setting an X in/on the appropriate box/line.

On the WEB pages (continued)

4. Possible improvements on the WEB pages

   ______________________________________

   ______________________________________

   ______________________________________

   ______________________________________

On your own effort in the course so far, and on
your background (1 = strongly disagree, 6 =
strongly agree)

1. I attend ____ % of the lectures

2. I have generally read related course literature 

654321

3. I have generally downloaded lectures notes prior to

class  

654321

4. To date I have done the exercises, cfr. lecture plan 

654321

5. My study program at UMB is

OtherDREOkAdmEcon

6. My background for taking this class is appropriate 

654321

    If (4) or less, which are the main gaps in your prior

training/knowledge as you see it?

    _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

7. My bachelor degree/prior education before this class

is mostly from

    - this university ___

    - another Norwegian university/school ___

    - a foreign university/school ___

On the course setup (1 = strongly disagree, 6
= strongly agree)

1. So far, I find this course interesting    

654321

2. So far, I find this course relevant    

654321

3. The mix of lectures, case studies, exercises and

discussions in class is appropriate    

654321

4. The readings in the compendium match the course

contents well   

654321

5. I do not miss having a textbook in this course   

654321

6. The level of this course (based on the lectures and

exercises so far) is                    

too difficultabout righttoo easy

7. So far I am generally pleased with this course 

    (yes: ___ | no: ___ )

    If no, why are you displeased?

    ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

   ________________________________________

On the WEB pages (1 = strongly disagree, 6 =
strongly agree)

1. The WEB pages are well organized 

654321

2. The downloading of lecture notes and other written

materials work well   

654321

3. The WEB pages contain most of the course related

information I look for    

654321

... please turn to page 2



On the lecturer (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree)

1. Lectures are well structured and easy to follow  654321

2. Eirik's teaching is engaging  654321

3. Eirik's teaching helps me to develop my own thinking in the subject area

654321

4. Eirik's teaching appears well prepared and planned  654321

5. Eirik's teaching is well suited to the curriculum  654321

6. Eirik motivates the lectures, their objectives and is clear on what is demanded 

654321

7. Eirik invites to questions  654321

8. Eirik responds to questions well  654321

9. Eirik speaks loud/clear  654321

10. Eirik uses the board in a way that is makes it easy to follow his lectures

654321

11. Eirik's use of PC blends well in with the material presented on the board

    654321

    and is used: too muchappropriatelytoo little

12. I regard Eirik as an overall good lecturer   654321

13. List the three things Eirik should prioritize to become a better lecturer 

   (a) __________________________________________________________________________________

   (b) __________________________________________________________________________________

   (c) __________________________________________________________________________________

Thanks for taking the time in filling out this form, thereby providing information to help me improve this

course.

Eirik
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